We provide a met.hod to produce an efficient algorithm to find an object whose existence is guaranteed by the Lo&z Local Lemma. We feel that this method will apply to the vast. majority of applications of the Local Lemma, unless t,he application has one of four problematic traits. However, proving that the method applies to a particular application may require proving two (possibly difficult) concent,rationlike properties.
Introduction
The probabilistic method is used to prove the esistence of objects with desirable properties by showing that a randomly chosen object from an appropriate probability distribution has the desired properties with positive probability.
For example, it has been used to prove the esistence of efficient routing procedures [15, 61, good sorting networks [l] and various types of graph colourings [12, 13, 14, 17, 181 . Often, t,he probabiliq that a randomly chosen object has the desired properties 1s reasonably large and hence the method yields a randomized algorithm for constructing a object with the desired properties: we simply pick object,s at random until we find one. Under fairly general conditions, such a method can be derandomized using, for esample, the met,hod of conditional probabilities due to ErdBs and Selfridge [7] .
More sophisticated tools, such as the Low&z Local Lemma [9] , allow us to prove 6he esistence of objects with properties which occur wit.h esFonentially small probability. To turn such proofs into algorithms, even random ones, requires more refined approaches. In [5] , Beck showed that certain applications of t,he Local Lemma led to polynomial-time construction algorithms (with some sacrifices made with regards to the constants in t,he original application). Alon [3] provided a parallel variant of the algorithm and remarked that it was not clear how widely applicable the technique was, *This work was supported by NATO Collaborative Research Grant #CRG950235. The work of the first author is supported by an NSERC Research Grant.
Bruce Reed* Equipe Combinatoire CNRS Universith Pierre et Marie Curie Paris, France reed@lug.ibp& citing Acyclic Edge Colouring (defined below) as one of the applications of the Local Lemma for which it seemed difficult to find a corresponding algorithm. In this paper we
Provide a general set of conditions, similar to those of the Local Lemma, such that for any problem satisfying these conditions we can not only guarantee the e.sistence of the desired object, we can actually construct such a object in polynomial-time.
Introduce a technique to develop constructive versions of applications of the Local Lemma which do not meet the first set of conditions. We show how this variant can be applied to develop algorithms for previously intractable applications of the Local Lemma such as Acyclic Edge Colouring, and we outline a set of conditions which will allow this technique to be applied.
We remark that this first set of conditions is satisfied by a wide variety of problems. For esample, it holda for the applications of the Local Lemma in [12, 13, 14, 17, 181 and yields efficient algorithms for the corresponding construction problems. Furthermore, proving that a certain application satisfies these conditions is typically fairly straightforward. In contrast, the second set of conditions, while more general than the fist, are much harder to verify. We pinpoint the difficulty later in the paper. Nevertheless, we bclieve that the vast majority of the applications of the Local Lemma can be made algorithmic by an appropriate application of the second theorem, unless the application ham one of four problematic traits outlined in Section 7. That (2) SU~ECCS follows by setting 2; = 4Pr(Ai). That (3) sufllccs follows from the fact that (2) suffices and that the case d = 1 is trivial.
In a typical application of the Local Lemma, we construct an object (cg. a colouring of a graph or a routing network) via a random procedure. Typically A is a set of "bad" events, and our procedure is successful if none of them hold. Unfortunately, while the Local Lemma guarantees the czMencc of the dcsircd object, the probability that our procedure is successful can be exponentially small in n, and so the proof does not immediately yield an efficient, constructive nlgorithm, not cvcn a randomized one.
We now present two applications which illustrate the uses of variouo forms of the Local Lemma. Both of these applications can be made constructive using the techniques of Sections 4 and G.
%I Frugal Colouring
We any that a proper vertex-colouring of a graph is /3-figaZ, If for each vcrtcx v and colour c, the number of times that c nppcars in NV, the neighbourhood of u, is less than/J. FNgal colouring was introduced in [lo] and played an important role in the bound on the total chromatic number in [ll] . Conoidor any fixed p, Alon (see [lo] ) has shown that for each A, there exist graphs with maximum degree A which require fi(n'*ik) colours in any p&gal colouring. We provide here the proof from (10) that thii is best, possible. Thaorom 2.1 If G has maximum degree A > PO-' then G ho @ ficfrugal proper vertex colouring using at most 12A1'* coloun.
Proof
Set C = 12~I'"h. We assign to each vertex of G a uniformly random colour from (1, . . . . C}. For each cdgo (u, v) we define the Type A event A,,, to be the event that u, v both receive the same colour. For each (211, . . . . up} all in the ncighbourhood of one vertex, we define the Type B event Bul,.,.,up to be the event that '1~1, . . . . up all receive the aamo colour. Note that if none of these events hold, then our random procedure has successfully found a p-frugal colouring of G. The probability of any Type A event. is at, most l/C, and the probability of any Type B event is at most I/@'. Note that each cvcnt is mutually independent of all but at most /3A Typo A events and /3A(pfi1) Type B events. Thus this application satisfies (2) but not (3) . cl
Acyclic Edge Colouring
We say that a proper edge colouring of a graph is acyclic if the union of nny two colour classes is a forest. The following result woa proved in [4]. Theorem 2.2 If G has maximum degree A then G has an acyclic proper edge colouring using at most 16A wlours.
Proof Set C = 16A. We assign to each edge of G a uniformly random colour from (1, . . . . C}. For each pair of incident edges e, f, we define the Type 1 event, Ae,f to be the event, that e, f both receive the same colour. For each 2k-cycle C, we define the Type k event, AC to be the event that the edges of C become properly P-coloured. If none of these events hold, then the resulting colouring is proper and acyclic.
The probability of each Type 1 event is l/C and the probability of each Type k event, k 2 2, is l/C'@").
It is straightforward to show that for each k 2 2, no edge lies in more than A'@-') different Sk-cycles. Each Type k event, k 2 1 is mutually independent of all but at most 4kA Type 1 events and 2k x A2('-1) Type e events, e 2 2. It is readily seen that this application does not satisfy (2) . However, by setting zu+ = 2/C for each edge ('u,u) , and 2~ = (2/C)2ck-') for each k-cycle C, we satisfy (1). Cl
In thii section, we present a theorem which seems to capture all applications to which Beck's technique in [5] will apply. In what follows, 3 = {fi, . . . . fm} is a set of independent random trials. A = {Al, . . . . A,,} is a set of events such that each Ai is determined by the outcome of the trials in F; C 3. We say that Fi inter&s Fj and Ai intersects Aj (Ai -zAj) if F; rl F; # 0.
For ,;lj f-J1, . . . . fjb E F< and any wj~,-.*)wj~ in the domains Of fjl, . . . . fjb respectively, we define Pr'(Ailfjl + wj,, . . . . fjb + Wjk) to be the probability of Ai conditional on the event that the outcomes of fj,, . . . . fjb are wj,, . . . . wj, respectively. We sometimes just say Pr*(Ai) if it causes no ambiguity, always meaning fj,, . . . . fj, to be the set, of trials already carried out, and wj,, . . . . wj, to be their outcomes. We ~IOW k = 0 in which case Pr*(Ai) = Pr(Ai). 1. Each fj lies in at most d+ 1 A's, and so n < m(d+ 1)/w. Therefore our espression of the running time depends implicitly on n.
2. Note t.hat in condition 4 we can always assume w < d.
3. Taking b = IFil in condition 6 implies that given any set of possible outcomes to all the trials in Fi, we need to be able to test nvhether Ai holds tithin time ti < t2. Given that nre can carry out this test in time tiyrne can usually bake tz = O(T~ x t',) by simply testing each of the possible combinations of outcomes for the remaining trials.
4. In many applicat,ions (see for esample [5] , [3] , [lo]) we can replace t.he O(~wd"'g106m) term in the running time by an 0(2"'s'"sm) term, thus yielding a polynomial running time for d, w, y arbitrarily large. We will elaborate on thii in a full version of the paper.
Thus, roughly speaking, as long as an application of the Local Lemma is in some sense IveIl-behaved, and we can replace"pd < i" by pd' < $', then condition 3 holds and so we can apply Theorem 3.1 to obt,ain an efficient constructive algorit,hm. While the exponent 9 in condition 3 can be somewhat improved, we don't espect that it be made to be near 1 using this algorithm or a simple variant. Thus, condition 3 indicates the approsimate limits of the original technique of [5] .
As mentioned earlier, Theorem 3.1 can be applied to the main results in [12, 13, 14, 17, lS] , as well as many others to obtain, for esample, an efficient algorithm to produce a a+O(l) total colouring of any graph on n vertices and mith maximum degree a = o(log'/3 n). However, it is not strong enough to apply to Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. For these, we must apply t.he techniques in later sections.
The algorit,hm and proof are essentially the same as those in [5] (see also [3] ). The only new ideas are to consider the conditional probabilities Pr*(Ai) and to occassionally "undo" a trial. We include an outline here for completeness and to introduce t.he ideas required in later sections. Proof In our First Sweep, we carry out the trials fr , . . . . ft in sequential order. After each t,rial fj, we compute Pr*(A,) for each i SU& that f' E Fj. If Pr*(A,) > p2'3, then we say that Ai is dangerous, and we (a) "undo" fji.e. we cancel its outcome and carry out the trial again at a later t,ime; (b) freeze fj and all other remaining trials in Fi -i.e. n'e mill not carry out those trials during this sweep and so when it comes to t.heir turn we v.,ill skip them.
Note t,hat at the end of t.he First Sweep, Pr' (A;) < p2i3 for all i. Therefore, by the Local Lemma (Symmetric Case), upon carrying out the remaining trials, Pr'(%A . . . Ax) > 6. That is, there is a feasible solut,ion estending the partial solution given by the trials that have already been carried out. We mill see t,hat so few of the events became dangerous, that it is notv nearly feasible to find the good set of outcomes for the remaining trials using eshaustive search. Claim 3.2 For each 1 5 i 5 n, the probability that Ai becomes dangerous is at most p'13.
Proof
If the probability that Pr'(Ai) will ever esteed p213 is greater than p"', then Pr(Ai) > p. cl
We denote by 31 the hypergraph with I/(31) = T, and W4) = {FI , . . . . F,,), and we denote by C the line graph of 31. .&',b) is the graph with vertes set V(L) (= E(%!)), and where two vertices are adjacent iff they are at distance esactly a or b in t.
Following the notation of [5, 31, we call T C E(X) a (1,2)-tree if the subgraph induced by T in CcrZ) is connected. We call T E E(8) a (2, 3) -tree if the subgraph induced by T in Ct213) is connected and no tvlo vertices of T are adjacent in t (i.e. no two vertices intersect in 'h$ We call an (a,b)-tree dangerous if all of its vertices correspond to dangerous events.
The key observation is this: No Ai intersects trvo events which "belong" to different maximal dangerous (1,2)-trees. Thus, we can deal with the frozen trials contained in each maximal dangerous (1, %)-tree independently, and so as long as they are sufficiently small, an eshaustivc search for each tree of all the combinations of possible outcomes of the corresponding trials is feasible. 0 Claim 3.3 With probability at least 4, there are no dangerous (1,2)-trees of size greater than dlog, n-z.
The proof follows that of Lemma 2.1 of [3] , and we refer the reader to that paper for more details.
It is straightforward to show that every dangerous (1,2)-tree of size dK contains a dangerous (2,3)-tree of size I<. For each fi, the number of (2,3)-trees of size Ir' in 31 that fi lies in is at most (ed3)K. The hyperedges Fi of %! lying in any such tree are disjoint. Therefore, by Claim 3.2, t,hn probability that all of the events Ai corresponding to these hyperedges become dangerous is at most (p'/3)".
Thus, the espected number of dangerous (2, We now find an algorithm to construct 3-frugal colouringa us guaranteed by Theorem 2.1. That is, a polytime algorit,hm which will provide a 3-frugal colouring of any graph G on n vorticco and with maximum degree A = 0(10g'/~ n), using O(A"i2) coiours. We first observe that Theorem 3.1 fails to graph. Thus the choices of colours assigned to (virtually) any two vertices in the graph are dependent. Nevertheless, nppiy here since Condition 3 fails to hold.
we can still prove: We proceed as follows, We begin with 20A3i2 colours and assume A to be sufficiently large. For each vertex u we maintain lists Bad" of forbidden colours and L, of available colours, During Phase 1, we coiour the vertices one-at-a-time, giving oath vertex v in turn a uniformly random coiour from LV, When II receives a colour c, we place c into Bad, for each uncolourcd u E NV, and if neccesary, we remove c from Lu, replacing it with a new colour. More specifically, we initinlize LV = (1, ,,,, 12A3j2) for each V, and whenever a colour c is nddcd to Bad,, if c E LV then we remove c from L, nnd ndd to L, the lowest colour in (1, . . . . 20A3i2} -(LV U Bnd"), Note that this guarantees that no 2 adjacent vertices will rccoivo the same colour, i.e. no Type A events will hold. Claim 4.2 If vl, . . . . UK we all at distance at least 5 then the probability that they ai become dangerous during a Phase is at most { (&)As'2} .
For each vi, at most A colours can enter Badvi because they appear on a neighbour of UC. Therefore, if Vi becomes dangerous, then there must be at least 2A312 < 3A3f2 -A colours ci, . . . . ctA3,2 such that each ci appears on two vertices uj, wj both in the neighbourhood dr the same neighbour of Vi-. Furthermore, because vr, . . . . VK are all at distance 5, the ~3, wf are all distinct.
We prevent Type B events from holding in a similar mannor, For each {ur ,~s, 113) in a common neighbourhood, if 2 of them, say ~1~2~2 over receive the same colour c, then we place c in Bad,,, and update Lus accordingly.
For any choice of ci, u:, w:, . . . . c~K~,~, u~~~,~, wFAs,z, the probability that each u~,v; both get cj is at most h&F) 2KX2As'2. Therefore, the expected number of sets of such colours and vertices for ~1, . . . . VK is at most:
The only concern here is that Bad, might grow too large for some vcrtcx V; if IBad" > 8A3i2 then we will no longer bo able to hccp lLVl = 12A3i2. Note that at most A colours will ontor Bad" because of Type A events, but it is possible that every colour enters Bad" because of Type B events. In fnct, if enough colours were available, up to 9 could enter Bnd". However, the expected number which will enter in at most A($) x & = G, and in fact we can show thnt the probability that lBadvl exceeds A3i2 is less than ,-o(A),
We sny that v is dangerous if /Bad"/ > 3A3i2. If a vertex bccomcs dangerous, then we undo the last trial and freeze it niang with z1 and all vertices within distance 2 of ~1, delaying their coiourings until later phases. Note that this ensures thnt Bad" will not increase any further during Phase 1. and so the Claim follows from Markov's Inequality. 0
The algorithm then proceeds similarly to that in Section 2, In Phasa 2 we repeat this process on uncoloured vcrticcs, this time v becomes dangerous if IBad" exceeds OAJ/2, and again in this case we freeze all vertices within diotnnca 2, In Phase 3 wc use exhaustive search to find a sntisfnctory colouring for the remaining uncoloured vertices. The following property is important:
For any vertex u, there are at most A4 vertices within distance 4 of u. Since for A sufficiently large, (-&)A3'2 x (A4)' < i, the analysis in the proof of Theorem 3.1 applies here to show that with high probability the completion of the colouring in Phase 3 can be found by exhaustive search.
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Proporty 4.1 Suppose that at the end of either Phase 1 or Phase 2, we adgn to each uacoloured vertex u, a uniformly random colow frovn LV. Then the probability of any !Qpe A cvent is either 0 or 1/(12A3i2), and the probability of any Qpe B event is either 0 OP 1/(12A3'2)2. There is one major complication: the analogue of Claim 4.1 does not hold. This is because if exactlyl<i<P-2oful ,...,~a are coloured, all with the same colour, then PI-*(&~,...,,,) = 1/(12A3/2)p-'. This makes it difficult to ensure that it is possible to successfully complete the colouring at the end of Phase 1. For example, it is possible that we have O(A") mutually intersecting Type B events each of which has conditional probability l/C2 = 8(A-(2+*)) (i.e. each of which corresponds to a set of vertices all but two of which have the same colour). If this happens, the Local Lemma will not apply. The nnalysis of Phase 1 is a little more delicate than that in Section 2. Recall that it was important in the proof of Claim 3,3 that if Ft,, . . . . Fix are disjoint then the events thnt AI,, ,,,, Ai,, become dangerous are independent. The analogous property dots not hold here. The problem is that the colour assigned to u affects Lu for each u adjacent to U, and so cnn eventually affect L, for every vertex u in the There are 2 ways to handle this problem. First we present the easy way:
Method 1: At the beginning of each Phase, we start with a new set of 2OA'+* colours, thus using a total of 60A'+* colours. Note that the analogue of Property 4.1 now holds as if at least. PP*(EUI,...,up) = 0.
Thii met,hod applies problems. one of 741 , . . . . uo are coloured then very well to many graph colouring Now we describe the difficult way. The reason that we present it is t,hat. we feel t.hat the technique will apply to most applications of t,he Local Lemma.
Method 2: Consider any set ur, . . . . us all lying in a common neighbourhood. Suppose t,hat esactly 1 5 i 5 p -2 of them are coloured. Roughly speaking (i.e. ignoring any conditioning on the fact t.hat esact,ly i of them are coloured), the probability t,hat all i receive the same colour is at most I/C', and so Pr*(Bul,...,us ) is equal to l/@ with probabilit,y at most i/C', and is equal to 0 otherwise. Thus, Exp (Pr'(B,, ,..., up)) 5 l/C' = Pr(B,, ,..., up). For each event E (Type A or Type B), we denote by FE the set of vertices which determine E (and so I3jzI = 2 or /?) and we denote by ?&$ the set of events which intersect E, that. is the events E' such t.hat 3~ fJ3,1 # 0.) At any step of the algorithm, tve define Pr*(E) to be l/CIFE1-l if none of 3~ has been coloured; l/CIFEIBi if esactly i 2 1 of the vertices in 3~ have been coloured and all have received the same colour; 0 otherwise, i.e. if some two vertices in 3.9 have different colours.
Init,ially, for a sufficiently high, xE,exE Pr(E') < &. It. follows that., rtughly speaking, t,he espected value of Ps = c C,E3LC Pr'(E ) at bhe end of Phase 1 is at most &. Furthermore, this sum is a function of O(a2) colour assignments and so for large A, we can shove that it is highly concentrated around its espected value.
We follow the same algorithm as in Section 3.1, with one modification: if Ps ever exe& $ then me call E dangerous, uncolour the most recently coloured vertex, and freeze all uncoloured vertices in U,r EwE3El. (Of course, we also treat a vertes v as being dangerous if IBad,! ever esceeds 3ar+*
.) The second phase follows in the same manner, thii time treating E as dangerous if Pi ever esceeds i. Note that at the end of each phase, p; 5 i for each E and so the Simple Asymmetric Case of the Local Lemma implies the esistence of a successful completion of our vertes colouring. All we need is to prove that with high probability, all the "clumps" of uncoloured vert,ices are small enough that we can find this completion using e.shaust,ive search. Thii follows from the following analagues of Claim 4.2 Claim 4.3 Ifvl, . . . . v~ are all at distance at least 5 then the probability that they cl11 become dangerou during a Phase is Qt WlOSt Claim 4.4 If El, . . . . EK are all Type B ewe&s no two of which covespond to vertices of distance less than 5 apart then the probability that they all$ewme dangerous during a Phase is at most { (-&j)A""} .
Note that. each of t,hese lemmas is essentially a proof of the concentrat,ion of a set of random variables. The proof of Claim 4.3 follows along the same lines as the proof of Claim 4.2. The proof of Claim 4.4 is much more difficult, and we omit it here, saving it for a full version of the paper.
!i A Sequential Approach
Method 2 of Section 4.2 is very general, and we espect that it will apply to the vast majority of applications of the Local Lemma. However, prowing that it applies may often be difficult. In a typical application of the Local Lemma, proving that this method yields an efficient algorithm reduces to proving two concentration results analogous to Claims 4.3 and 4.4, which will usually be intuitively true but might bo very difficult to prove. In this section we place the method in a more general setting.
Suppose that we have a set 3 = {fr, . . . . fm) of independent random trials and events Al, . . . . A,, each Ai determined by the outcomes of the trials in Fi C 3 (sometimes also referred to as FA(. For each Ai, vre set 31; = Ul;gn~+oFj to be the set of all trials which determine events on which Ai is dependent.
The key is to carry the trials out sequentially in a manner that none of the Ai can hold. To do this, we will have to occasionally change the distribution of a trial fj (eg. modify the lists Bad, and LV). In particular, upon carrying out a trial fk, we may have to change the distribut,ions of some of the trials fj for which fj, ffc both lie in some A. Sometimes the distribution of some fj will become SO skewed (es. Bad" becomes too large) that we must declare the t,rial to be dangerous, undo the previous trial and freeze all events in UfjeAi Fi. More specifically, for each trial fj, me hVv0 ib set Good3 of good distributions for fj. If the distribution of fj ever leaves Goodj then we declare fj to be dangerous. Note that this ensures that the distribution of every fj will ahays be good.
Earlier, me defined Pr*(Ai) to be t.he probability of Ai conditional on the outcomes of any previous trials. HOWC~CP, here we must be a little more careful as the distributions of the trials are shifting. Here, for any event E we define PR(E) to be the masimum probability of E over all choices of good distributions for the trials in FE. Similarly, WC define PR'(E) to be the maximum conditional probability of E over all choices of good distributions for bhe uncompleted trials in FE.
Recall that to ensure the ezisteace of a set of outcomes to 3 for which none of the Ai hold, if is enough that for each i we have CFjru++sPr(Ai) ,< ;i. Here, to be able to efficiently find such a set of outcomes, we will require CFjlTF~#O PR(Aj) < &. (In fact, $ will suffice here rather than &, but we use $ for ease of esposition.)
During the First Pass, we mill declare Ai to bc dangcr0~s if Pi' = CFjnFj+o PR*(Aj) ever escerds d, and we will then undo the previous trial and freeze all the t,rials in Xi. Similarly, during the Second Pass, we declare Ai to be dangerous if Pi' esceeds i. Note that this ensures that at t.ha end of the First Pass PC 5 i for every i and at the end of the Second Pass Pi' 5 1 for every i. This in turn ensures that at the end of the fiecond Pass, it will be possible to choose outcomes for the uncompleted trials such that none of the events Ai hold.
The main work is to show that with high probability, we can find these outcomes efficiently using eshaustivc search. To do this, it suffices to prove the following two lemmas for suitable values of pr,ps: Typically, we require p1,ps to be relatively small compared to the maximum number of Xi's that any %!i interaccta, Note that roughly speaking, for any Ai, at any point durIng Pliasc 1 Exp(Pj) < +j and so Lemma 5.2 is essentially a concentration result, Furthermore, Pi' is typically a fimction of a large number of trials each of which has a small offcct on Pt, and so it should be very highly concentrated. Thus, Lemma 5.2 will usually be at least intuitively true for a very small value of ps, However, these concentration results can often be notoriously difficult to prove.
Gencrally, the distribution of a trial fi is altered by removing values from their domains. Lemma 5.1 is essentially a statement about the concentration of the number of values ramovcd, or more gencrally the 'amount' by which the distribution must be altered. Again, in a typical application it lo lntultively clear that Lemma 5.1 should hold, but proving it can be difllcult, 8 A few quick remarks Tho mathod of Sections 4 and 5 applies to provide an efflcient algorithm for finding an acyclic edge colouring of a graph with maximum degree A using at most 20A colours. The proof is very similar to that in Section 4, but is more difllcult, Ono of the complications is in adjusting the techniqua to apply to the general form of the Local Lemma. We poatponc the details for a full version of the paper.
The guarantee that with high probability the algorithms porform well is based on a first moment analysis. Thus, in most cases, the algorithm can be derandomised using the mathod of conditional probabilities introduced by Erd6s and Solfridge [7] to yield polytime deterministic algorithms.
The methods presented in this paper can all be implemontcd cfllcicntly as parallel algorithms. Again, we postpone tho d&ails for a full version of the paper.
7 Shortcomings of the methods It should be noted that the running time of these algorithms is a polynomial in the number of bad events (see Remark 1 following Theorem 3.1). There are applications of the Local Lemma, most notably to Ramsey Theory, in which the numbor of bad events is exponential in the size of the input, In such casts, these methods do not yield algorithms which arc polynomial in the size of the input.
The other case in which these methods may not apply wall is when some bad events are determined by a relatively largo number of random trials, i.e. when 7 is too large in Thcorcm 3.1. This is the case, for example, in [S] . Often this problem can be overcome, as mentioned in Remark 4 following Thcorom 3.1.
Of course, these methods may not apply if the probability apace being considered is not easily expressed as a large oat of independent random trials.
Finally, these techniques do not seem to apply to applications of the Lopsided Local Lemma (see [8] , [2] , and [IS] ).
